
FULL RULES AND REGULATIONS OF THE GAME ‘A CHRISTMAS IN LAPLAND – 
THEODOR ADVENT CALENDAR’

[Translation for information purposes only, only the rules and regulations 
written in French have a legal value]

Article 1: ORGANIZING COMPANY
The ‘Société Française des Thés et de l’Orient 1842’ (S.F.T.O. 1842), a simplified 
joint-stock company (French ‘Société par Actions Simplifiées’) with a capital of 
274, 608.50 euros, hereinafter referred to as ‘The Organizer’, whose headquar-
ters are located at Z.I. RN 13 – BP34 B – F-78270 Bonnières sur Seine – France, 
registered under the R.C.S. number B 451 845 481 00022, organizes a game with 
purchase obligation from 10/15/2016 to 12/31/2016 midnight (day included), ef-
fective period of offering for sale of the product, called ‘A CHRISTMAS IN LAPLAND 
– THEODOR ADVENT CALENDAR’.

Article 2: PARTICIPANTS
This game is open to any physical person of age, residing in Europe, having pur-
chased an ‘ADVENT CALENDAR’ from the ‘2016 LAPONIC DECEMBER, 25th’ Collec-
tion, released under the brand THEODOR, as soon as it is offered for sale on the 
market, and having kept its proof of purchase (cashier’s receipt, invoice…). The 
number of participation and purchase of the product is not limited to a defined 
number. No request for reimbursement of participation fees will be granted and/
or demanded.
Are excluded from the game: people who do not meet the aforementioned condi-
tions, as well as the staff members of the ‘Organizer’, and all people having direc-
tly or indirectly participated in the design, development or management of the 
game, as well as their spouse, family members: direct ancestors and descendants 
or other relative living or not under the same roof.

‘The Organizer’ reserves the right to ask any participant to justify the aforemen-
tioned conditions. Any person who would not meet these terms or would refuse 
to justify them will be excluded from the game, and will not, in case of winning, 
benefit from his/her prize.

Is authorized as many participation per person (same name, same address) as the 
number of bought unit products. ‘The Organizer’ reserves the right to proceed to 
any verification for the respect of this rule.

The participation in the game implies the express acceptance without reserva-
tions of the present rules and regulations materialized by the fact that there is 
participation, of all of its stipulations as well as the laws and regulations appli-
cable in France.

Article 3: PRINCIPLE OF THE GAME
The game is based on the principle of a prize to be found inside one of the Advent 
calendar’s boxes, that will reveal an immediate ‘surprise’ prize, realized by the 
presence of a ‘pine cone’. The game is subject to purchase obligation of one or 
more ‘ADVENT CALENDAR’ from the ‘2016 LAPONIC DECEMBER, 25th’ Collection, 
released under the brand THEODOR, of a value of 75 euros including VAT (Re-
commended retail price), either: - in a shop distributing THEODOR products, in 
FRANCE as in EUROPE and the list of these retail outlets is available and detailed 
at the following address: http: /adresses.theodor.fr – or directly on the internet at 
the following address: http: /www.theodor.com during the period starting from 
October, 15th 2016 to December 31st 2016, dates of effective offering for sale of 
the product.



Article 4: CONDITIONS FOR PARTICIPATION 
To participate in the game, the participants must: - Read and agree without 
reservations to the present rules and regulations, - Be a physical person of age, 
- Have bought, with a legal and loyal attitude, and kept the proof of purchase of 
an ‘ADVENT CALENDAR’ from the ‘2016 LAPONIC DECEMBER, 25th’ Collection, 
released under the brand THEODOR, of a value of 75 euros including VAT (Re-
commended retail price), - Have discovered one ‘Surprise’ box containing a ‘pine 
cone’. Each ‘ADVENT CALENDAR’ containing one ‘Surprise’ prize: All the ‘ADVENT 
CALENDARS’ released on the market contain one ‘surprise’ box, containing one 
‘pine cone’ and one prize according to the following detail:. . Among all the 
‘ADVENT CALENDARS’ released on the market, except for one, all the CALENDARS 
contain one ‘surprise’ box containing one ‘pine cone’ and one related immediate 
‘Surprise’ prize, included inside the box. . Among all the ‘ADVENT CALENDARS’ 
released on the market, only one will contain one ‘Surprise’ box containing one 
golden ‘pine cone’, accompanied by a card revealing a secret number, allowing 
to win a trip to Lapland for 4 people. The person who will discover the ‘Surprise’ 
box containing one golden ‘pine cone’, accompanied by a card revealing a secret 
number will have to: - Make him/herself known to the Organizing company, - Get 
checked out on the conformity of the number present on the attached card to 
the Organizing company, which will have to be strictly and expressly conform and 
identical to the number filed in ‘APPENDIX’ of the present rules and regulations, 
- Claim his/her prize to the Organizing company, - Forward and give the proof of 
purchase of the product, - and send his/her complete and valid contact details to 
the Organizing company, by email at cm@sfto1842.com or by post mail to S.F.T.O. 
1842 - THEODOR – « A CHRISTMAS IN LAPLAND - THEODOR ADVENT CALENDAR», 
whose address is mentioned in Article 1. Any participation carried out contrary to 
the provisions included in the present rules and regulations will make the parti-
cipation invalid. Any participant suspected of fraud could be dismissed from the 
game by the Organizing company, without any necessary justification from this 
one. Any incomplete, false or illegible identification or participation, voluntary or 
not, or carried out in another form than the one specified in the present rules and 
regulations will be considered null. The same sanction will apply in case of mul-
ti-participation. Generally speaking, it is strictly forbidden, by any procedure, to 
modify or to try to modify the game’s measures, especially in order to change its 
results or any other element characterizing the outcome of the game. The Orga-
nizing company will implement equal opportunities between all the participants, 
by all means, including legal ones. The sanctions pronounced by the Organizing 
company cannot be contested and will not put its responsibility on the line towar-
ds the participants because of eventual committed frauds.

Article 5: PRIZE – GAME WINNING
The participants play in order to win: 1/ by discovering one ‘pine cone’ inside 
one of the ‘surprise’ boxes of each ‘ADVENT CALENDAR’: > One immediate lot of 
‘3 Precious teabags of a mystery tea’, without any commercial value, exclusively 
released within the scope of the game. The prize of this winning will be directly 
attributed and given by the product, containing it. 2/ by discovering one GOL-
DEN ‘pine cone’ accompanied by a card mentioning a 6 character secret number 
inside one of the ‘Surprise’ boxes of ONLY ONE ‘ADVENT CALENDAR’ RELEASED 
ON THE MARKET: > a 4-day-trip to Lapland for 4 people (for 2 adults and 2 unde-
rage children) of an indicative commercial unit value around 6,000€ including VAT, 
this trip must take place between December, 1st 2017 and January, 31st 2018. This 
journey will include, subject to all reservations: . The air transport departing from 
Paris: Paris / Kittilä / Paris, . the transfers: airport / hotel / airport . Half-board or 
full-board accommodation. as well as local services, on the spot, such as a safari 
on a sled pulled by dogs, a short visit on a sled pulled by reindeers, a safari by 
snowmobile ‘Looking for Santa Claus’, the meeting with Santa Claus, the ceremo-
ny for passing the Arctic Circle with a shaman, Christmas workshops for children, 
the search for the “wishing” tree on which children hang their wishes, etc.… 
depending on the operator’s offer. This journey will not include: . The meals which 
are not included in the half-board option, the beverages, . the trip/cancellation in-



surance, . Repatriation, . Personal expenditures and tips, . Any other cost, charge 
non-specified previously, . as well as the transfers: place of residence / place of 
departure – Paris - place of residence.
The prices’ value is determined at the time of writing of the present rules and 
regulations and cannot be subject to any contestation regarding their evaluation.

All the fees incurred subsequently to the game, especially for the use of these 
prizes, are to be borne entirely by the winner. The winner as well as the accom-
panying people to the trip commit to have a valid passport, and, if necessary, a 
visa for the fixed dates of the journey. The given prize cannot lead to any contes-
tation of any kind from the winner, neither to the presentation of the prize against 
a money value, neither to their replacement or exchange for anything. The prize 
includes the whole of what is indicated, excluding any other thing. The ‘Organizing 
company’ reserves the right and commits to replace the aforementioned indi-
cated prize, in whole or in part, by another trip of an equivalent value, in case of 
external difficulty to obtain what was announced, especially if shortage, even mo-
mentary, of stock or service. The prizes which are not claimed within a period of 
30 days, as from the end of the game will be considered remaining the property 
of the ‘Organizing company’, that is to say on January, 31st 2017. In case of return 
of the prize for reasons such as ‘unknown address’ or ‘invalid address’, the Orga-
nizing company will be able to use it freely and the concerned prize will not be 
put back into play. The prize of this winning will be directly attributed under the 
conditions specified in Article 4 and repeated in the terms of Article 8, where it is 
specified that the company reserves the right to verify the accuracy of the com-
municated information by addressing a request for complementary information to 
the participant(s) (electricity bill, proof of address, proof of identity…)

Article 6: Designation of the winners
The winner of the trip will be randomly designated by the discovery of a golden 
pine cone, subject to the right compliance strictly exact to the number written on 
the card, as specified in Article 4. The other participants, discovering a sole pine 
cone, will benefit from their surprise prize immediately, without any commercial 
value, consisting of “3 precious teabags of a mystery tea” exclusively released 
within the scope of the game. The prize of this winning will be directly attributed 
and given by the product, containing it.

Article 7: Announcement of the winners
The winner will have to make himself/herself known, according to the terms of 
Article 4, to the Organizing company and this during the period starting from 
October, 15th 2016 to January, 31st 2017, and agrees to the right of publicity of the 
Organizing company to publicly communicate his/her name and surname, in order 
to aim for his/her prize, and this for a maximal duration of two years.

Article 8: Presentation of the prizes
The person discovering the ‘Surprise’ box containing one golden ‘pine cone’, ac-
companied by a card revealing a secret number will have to: - Make himself / her-
self known to the Organizing company, - Get checked out on the conformity of the 
number present on the attached card to the Organizing company, which will have 
to be strictly and expressly conform and identical to the number filed in “APPEN-
DIX” of the present rules and regulations, - Claim his / her prize to the Organizing 
company, - Forward and supply the proof of purchase of the product, - and send 
his/her complete and valid contact details to the Organizing company, by email at 
cm@sfto1842.com or by post mail to S.F.T.O. 1842 – THEODOR – “A CHRISTMAS IN 
LAPLAND – THEODOR ADVENT CALENDAR”, whose address is mentioned in Article 
1. The trip prize will have to take place between December, 1st 2017 and January, 
31st 2018. Generally speaking:
In case of return for non-delivery, the prize will remain at the participant’s dispo-
sal for a period of 15 days. After this period, he/she will not be able to aim for it.
The participants commit to accept the prizes as they are offered without any 
possibility of exchange, especially for cash money, other goods or services of any 



kind, nor to transfer the benefit to a third person. Likewise, these prizes cannot be 
the subject of any request for compensation.
The Organizing company reserves the right, in case of later appearance of an 
event independent of its control, especially connected to its suppliers or to unpre-
dictable circumstances, to replace the announced prizes by prizes of an equivalent 
value. The winner will be kept informed of the eventual changes.

Article 9: Use of the participants’ personal data
The winner of the trip allows the Organizing company to use his/her contact de-
tails (name, surname) for publicity purposes or for public relations, on any mate-
rial, without that it confers any remuneration, right, or advantage, other than the 
awarding of their prize.

In accordance with French Data Protection Act (Loi Informatique et Libertés) 
dated January, 6th 1978, any participant has the right to demand that his/her 
personal data which would be incorrect, incomplete, ambivalent or outdated, are 
rectified, completed, clarified, updated or deleted, by asking “The Organizer” by 
post mail, whose address is mentioned in Article 1.

Article 10: Rules and regulations of the game
The game’s rules and regulations and its appendix are filed on www.reglement.
net to the SCP BORNECQUE WANANDY – BRU NIFOSI, associate court bailiffs, Pas-
sage du Marquis de la Londe – 78000 Versailles.
Except for its appendix, testifying the “secret” number, kept in memory 
until verification, the rules and regulations of the game will be available for 
consultation from 10/01/2016 to 01/15/2017 on http://www.theodor.fr/
reglement-noel-laponic.pdf  It can be sent free of charge to any person who 
would make a request to the “Organizer” by post mail. The postal fees necessary 
to receive the rules and regulations will be reimbursed on simple request, on 
the basis of the slow «letter» rate in force. Will not be answered the requests 
regarding the interpretation or application of the present rules and regulations, 
the mechanisms, or the terms of the game and the list of the winners. The 
participation in the game implies the express acceptance without reservations 
of the present rules and regulations and its appendices, of all provisions and in 
compliance with the provisions of aforementioned Article 2, to the ethical rules in 
force, as well as to the laws and regulations applying to games in force in France. 
Any dispute concerning its interpretation will be decided suddenly and without 
eventual contestation by the Organizing company.
The Organizing company reserves the right to extend, shorten, modify or can-
cel the game at any time, especially in case of force majeure or any other event 
independent of its control and unforeseeable circumstances, without the partici-
pants being able to aim for any compensation. The rules and regulations modified 
by means of an additional clause(s), will be filed, if need be, at SCP BORNECQUE 
WANANDY – BRU NIFOSI, associate court bailiffs, Passage du Marquis de la Londe 
– 78000 Versailles.

Article 11: Industrial and intellectual property
The reproduction, representation, or use of all or a part of the elements compo-
sing the game, including the present rules and regulations, are strictly forbidden.

All brands, logos, texts, pictures, videos and other distinguishing features repro-
duced on the website and the websites to which it allows access through hy-
pertext links are the exclusive property of their holders and are, in this capacity, 
protected by the provisions of Intellectual Property Code (Code de la propriété 
intellectuelle), and this, worldwide. Their unauthorized reproduction constitutes a 
counterfeiting punishable by criminal sanctions.

Any unauthorized, in whole or in part, reproduction of these brands, logos and 
features constitutes a counterfeiting punishable by criminal sanctions.



The participation in this game implies the full and complete acceptance of the 
present rules and regulations by the participants.

Article 12: Responsibility
The Organizing company’s responsibility cannot be entailed in case of force ma-
jeure or unforeseeable circumstances independent of its control.

The Organizing company cannot be held responsible for delays, losses, thefts, da-
mages of post mails, lack of visibility of the postmark due to postal services. Nor 
can she be held responsible and no plea can be engaged against it in case of oc-
curring of events presenting the characteristics of a case of force majeure (strikes, 
bad weather…) partially or totally depriving the participants from the possibility 
to participate in the game and/or the winner from benefiting from its prize.

The Organizing company, as well as its service providers and partners will not, in 
any case, be held responsible for eventual incidents which could intervene in the 
use of the prizes by the beneficiaries or their guests since when the winner will 
have come into possession of it.

Likewise, the Organizing company, as well as its service providers and partners, 
will not be held responsible for the loss or the theft of the prizes from the benefi-
ciaries since when the winner will have come into possession of it. Any additional 
cost necessary to take possession of the prize is to be borne entirely by the win-
ners, without they can ask nor the Organizing company, nor the service provider 
companies or partners, for any compensation of any kind.

Article 13: Litigation & Complaint
The present rules and regulations are ruled by French Law.

The Organizing company reserves the right to decide, without appeal, any difficul-
ty that could arise regarding the interpretation or the application of the present 
rules and regulations, being agreed that no contestation will be admitted, espe-
cially on the terms of the game, the results, the prizes or their receipt, one month 
following the end of the game.
Except in case of obvious mistakes, it is agreed that the information resulting from 
the Organizer’s systems of games have a probative value in any litigation concer-
ning the elements of connection and the computer treatment of the data relative 
to the game.

Any complaint must be addressed to the Organizing company within one month 
following the end of the game. After this date, no complaint will be accepted. The 
participation in the game involves the full acceptance of the present rules and 
regulations.

Article 14: Convention on proof
By express convention between the participant and the Organizing company, the 
Organizing company’s computer systems and files are the only ones admissible.
The computerized registers, kept in the Organizing company’s computer systems, 
in reasonable conditions of safety and reliability, are considered proves of the re-
lations and communications that occurred between the Organizing company and 
the participant.

Consequently, it is agreed that, except in case of obvious mistake, the Organizing 
company can claim, especially in order to prove any action, fact or omission, the 
programs, data, files, recordings, operations and other elements (such as fol-
low-up reports or other status), of nature, or format, or computer or electronical 
material, directly or indirectly established, received or kept by the Organizing 
company, especially in its computer systems.

Thus, the considered elements constitute proves and if they are provided as 



means of proof by the Organizing company in any contentious procedure or other, 
they are admissible, valid and opposable between the parties, the same way, in 
the same conditions and with the same probative value than any other document 
that would be established, received or kept in writing.

Article 15: Data protection
The nominative data gathered within the scope of the present game are pro-
cessed in compliance with French Data Protection Act (Loi Informatique et Li-
bertés) n°78-17 date January, 6th 1978. All the participants in the game have, in 
application of Article 27 of this act, a right to access or rectify their information. 
Any request to access, rectify or oppose must be addressed to the ORGANIZING 
company.


